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Apple announced 
an overhaul of its 
iMac line Tuesday, 
replacing the white 
enclosure of its all-

in-one desktop with a new alu-
minum-and-glass design. In 
addition to its new look, the 
updated iMac—announced at 
a press brief-
ing at Apple’s 
Cupertino, Calif., 
headquarters—
also comes in 20- and 
24-inch versions, eliminating the entry-level 17-inch 
offering.
 The new iMacs, available with processor 
speeds ranging from 2GHz to 2.4GHz, also come 
at a lower price than their comparably-sized 
predecessors. The 20-inch 2GHz iMac sells for 
$1,199—$300 less than the 20-inch 2.16GHz 
machine it replaces (and priced the same as the 
now-discontinued 17-inch 2GHz iMac). A new 
24-inch 2.4GHz model sells for $1,799, $200 less 
than the old 24-inch 2.16GHz iMac.
 In addition to a new look for its enclosure, 
the iMac also sports a similar-looking keyboard 
design. The aluminum Apple Keyboard is 0.33 
inches thin at its front edge; it also sports dedi-
cated keys for Exposé, Dashboard, and media 
controls, among other functions.

New case
 The aluminum enclosure for the iMac brings 
its look in line with Apple’s other desktop offer-
ings, the Mac Pro and Mac mini. Apple CEO Steve 
Jobs says the material is extremely durable and 
very lightweight. In addition, Jobs said, the glass 
material used on the iMac is elegant and scratch 
resistant.

Apple’s new aluminum-and-glass iMac
 According to Apple, the glass cover joins precisely 
with the aluminum enclosure to create a virtually 
seamless front surface. The 20- and 24-inch wide-
screen displays have a glossy sheen, which Jobs 
touted for displaying photos and movies.
 “We’ve had an incredible reaction to this 
design from a full spectrum of customers,” Jobs 
said. “Consumers have told us that they love 
it—it looks even more like a high-end consumer 
product. The pros have told us it looks much 
more like a pro product.”
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 Another consideration to the materials that 
make up the iMac’s new enclosure, Jobs added, 
is how recyclable they are. “These new iMacs 
have been really well thought out from a recy-
cling point of view,” he said.
 The new iMacs are the same depth as the old 
models, though slightly taller and wider. The 
new 20-inch iMac, for example, sports dimen-
sions of 19.1-by-18.5-by-7.4 inches, compared to 
19.4-by-18.6-by-7.4 inches for the iMac it replac-
es. Weighing in at 20 pounds, it is two pounds 
lighter, however, than its predecessor. Similarly, 
the 24-inch model is now 22.4-by-20.5-by-8.1 
inches and 25.4 pounds, compared to 22.6-by-
20.6-8.1 inches and 24.7 pounds.

What’s inside
 Like the previous iMac line, this revision runs 
on Intel Core 2 Duo processors. Clock speeds are 
2GHz and 2.4 GHz, compared to a range of 1.83 
to 2.16GHz in the previous models. The frontside 
bus is faster than in previous iMacs—800MHz 
compared to 667MHz.
 The new iMacs continue to offer two FireWire 
ports (one FireWire 400; the other a FireWire 
800) and three USB 2.0 ports; an 8X DVD-burn-
ing SuperDrive; Gigabit Ethernet; and built-in 
Bluetooth 2.0+EDR and AirPort Extreme wireless 
networking support. The latter includes support 
for the faster 802.11n standard, which Apple 
adopted in January. All iMacs also come with a 
built-in iSight camera.
 There are three configurations. The $1,199 
20-inch model features a 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 
processor and a 250GB hard drive; it uses an ATI 
Radeon HD 2400 XT graphics processor with 
128MB of GDDR3 memory. The $1,499 20-inch 
iMac features a 2.4GHz processor as does the 
$1,799 24-inch iMac; both those models feature 
320GB of storage as well as ATI Radeon HD 2600 
Pro graphics with 256MB of GDDR3 memory.
All three configurations ship with 1GB of RAM 
running at 667MHz, expandable up to 4GB.

Options
 Consumers can order a build-to-order 24-inch 
iMac with a 2.8GHz Core 2 Duo Extreme chip, 
2GB of memory, and a 500GB hard drive for 
$2,299. The 2.8GHz processor can be added to 
the standard 24-inch iMac as a $250 option.

The new aluminum Apple Keyboard
 iMac shoppers have a choice with keyboards, 
too. A wireless version of the new aluminum 
keyboard is available for an extra $30.

The impact
 Apple’s iMac overhaul comes on the heels of 
last month’s report that the company enjoyed 
record Mac sales during its fiscal third-quarter. 
For the three months ended June 30, Apple 
shipped more than 1.7 million Macs, a gain of 33 
percent over the same period in 2006.
“The growth of the Mac is three times that of 
the industry for the last four quarters,” Jobs said 
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Tuesday. “The Mac has had a very successful last 
year. Clearly, growing this much faster than the 
industry it is picking up market share.”
 With the bulk of the growth coming from laptop 
sales, it’s clear Apple hopes to spark interest in its 
desktop line with this latest update to the iMacs. 
The company sold 634,000 desktops in the third 
quarter, compared to 1.13 million laptops. Adopt-
ing a new look for its all-in-one desktops as well as 
many of the under-the-hood improvements added 
in the recent MacBook Pro update may be Apple’s 
way of broadening the iMac’s appeal.
 “It looks like a strong upgrade with stronger appeal 
to both consumers and business,” said Ross Rubin, 
director of analysis at market-research firm NPD.
 One analyst pointed out that there’s another po-
tential benefit to this iMac update, arriving a little 
more than a month after the hoopla surrounding 
the iPhone’s late June release. “This is a strong 
reminder that Apple still makes computers,” said 
Michael Gartenberg, vice president and research 
director at Jupiter Research.

Tonight...

- 7:00 Help desk - Tom Davis

7:00 Magic Time!  
 New members - Brian Fountain
 Dues ($3) - Ray Kallman  
 Industry news - Lyle Sanders
 Shareware - Ray
 For sale or purchase - Brian

@ 7:30 What’s up Dock?
 Cindy Huffman

 Wrap-up - Brian

Apple adds Numbers to iWork
08.08.07 - F. Smith - TarMac

Apple added spreadsheet functionality to iWork 
with a series of new features. They include 
Intelligent Tables which creates multiple resiz-

able tables, each a functioning spreadsheet. Interac-
tive Print View to scale and arrange documents to 
print exactly as you like. Flexible Canvas allows you to 
move objects wherever you like and add comments, 
graphics, and photos to support your data. Import 
and Export Excel to share your spreadsheets with 
others using MS Office 2007. Charts, Images, Text 
Labels to add 2D and 3D charts, photos, or a map.  
Customizable Templates features Apple-designed 
templates for home, school, and business They come 
with charts, formulas, and more.

Additional pictures on page 2
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08.07.07 - Ed@Smalldog.com

iLife ‘08!
 Apple also announced a new version of iLife, 
now called iLife 08. As an iLife 06 fan, I have to 
say this new version looks incredible. Here is a 
brief rundown of the new features in each iLife 
application.

iMovie 08 - iMovie is being released as an 
all-new application, and has a new interface 
and icon to show it. The app is now centered 
around an iPhoto-like library, where you can 
catalog all your video. This is something I’ve 
always wanted - it should be very convenient 
to keep all the video on your Mac in one cen-
tral location, ready to be watched, scanned, 
and even edited.
 iMovie now claims to accept video from 
“any source,” and the video can be mixed & 
matched in single projects. It also features a 
newly expanded “Share” menu, with updated 
options for outputting video to iPod, iPhone, 
Apple TV - and direct exporting to YouTube. 
The YouTube feature is going to be huge. 
Steve Jobs is telling people to skip the DVD, 
and exchange high-res video files computer to 
computer, or computer to TV. iMovie also inte-
grates with the new .Mac iWeb Gallery - which 
I’ll discuss below.

 There are actually dozens of added features, 
upgrades, and enhancements throughout 
iMovie 08. It really is a whole new application. 
We’ll  explore iMovie in depth in the future; you 
can read about some of the new features here:
www.apple.com/ilife/imovie/

iPhoto 08 also received some updating love. A 
new feature called Events allows you to easily 
group and organize huge iPhoto libraries. New 
photo editing features include noise reduction, 
white balance adjustment, selective improve-
ment, guided cropping and more. You can 
choose to automatically show or hide photos 
based on your star rating (you do rate all of your 
photos with stars, right?) There are new books 
and calendars available (including much larger 
calendars than the previous options.) Photos 
can now be exported to a new .Mac Web Gal-
lery, which promises a better way to post and 
organize photos online. You can contribute to 
the gallery “from anywhere” you have internet 
access. Read more here about the new version 
of iPhoto here:
www.apple.com/ilife/iphoto

Garageband is updated with a slew of new features. 
The biggest is the Magic Garageband. This is a 
“virtual onstage band” that you can jam and 
record with. There are new interactive instru-
ments that can be edited in real time. There 
is a new multitake feature. Garageband can 
now record high-fidelity 24-bit/44.1kHz audio. 
There is a built-in Mastering Engineer to make 
your songs sound like a commercial CD. There 
is a new visual EQ to allow you to graphically 
adjust frequencies for each track by clicking 
and dragging EQ bands. Parameter Automation 
sets the parameters of instruments and effects 
to change at multiple points within a song. You 
can now organize the structure of a song by 
using predefined sections (intro, verse, chorus, 
and bridge), print software instrument tracks 
as music notation with automatically formatted 
staffs and complete measures, and display the 

Apple Announces
Software Upgrades

name of chords in real time as you play on a USB 
keyboard. Also - you can now export tracks as 
MP3s. Read more here:
www.apple.com/ilife/garageband/

iWeb - I’m glad to see that iWeb has been updated. 
First, you can finally easily switch iWeb themes. 
This was not possible in the previous version of 
iWeb. There are eight new themes to go along 
with this feature.
 There are new animated web album pages. 
You can put 500 photos online per album. iWeb 
makes it easy to integrate Google Maps and 
Google Adsense on your web pages. A new fea-
ture called Web Widgets makes it easy to embed 
a snippet of live content from another website 
on your iWeb page. Web Widgets would include 
YouTube videos, stock tickers, weather reports, 
and more.
 Finally, Apple has made it easier to use a per-
sonal domain name with your iWeb pages. Read 
more about iWeb here:
www.apple.com/ilife/iweb/

iDVD received the least love in this upgrade. The 
main feature is new, pro-quality DVD encoding. 
Apple says “the new professional-quality option 
in iDVD uses advanced encoding technology to 
maintain the highest possible quality for DVDs 
that are near or at the disc’s capacity.”
 There are 10 brand-new themes, and the all 
of the older themes are also compatible. The 
interactive “drop” editor has been updated. 
Menu navigation, real-time preview, and theme 
switching are all faster. Indeed, iDVD touts better 
performance throughout rather than a glut of 
new features. Read more about iDVD here:
www.apple.com/ilife/idvd/

 iLife ‘08 requires a PowerPC G4 (733MHz or 
faster for iDVD), PowerPC G5, or Intel Core pro-
cessor, 12MB (1GB recommended) of RAM, and 
Mac OS X v10.4.9 or later.

iMac ports on back of computer

iMac in aluminum wth glass screen

iMac side view

iMac keyboard

Here are a few pictures of the new iMac released this 
week from Apple. Pictures are from the Apple website 
and Macworld.com



however, these issues were pretty minor, 
and I could see myself and most people 
I know being perfectly content with 
ThinkFree Office
 There’s also a Web-based version of Think-
Free Office that can be accessed from any 
computer. Currently free while in beta form, 
the online version includes virtually all of the 
desktop version’s features. For more details, 
check out our roundup of online office suites, 
in which ThinkFree came out the winner.

The Neo solution
 Since ThinkFree Office turned out to be very 
good but not quite perfect, I kept searching 
and found what is, without a doubt, the most 
comprehensive and inexpensive Office alterna-
tive for Mac users in NeoOffice.
 This free, open-source suite is a Mac OS X 
port of the OpenOffice project. NeoOffice of-
fers applications that provide the functionality 
of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access (which I 
never thought I’d see on a Mac), plus a basic 
drawing program that’s still much more ca-
pable than Word’s art 

07.26.07 - Ryan Faas & David Haskin - Computerworld

Whether you’re using a Mac or 
a Windows computer, 
Microsoft Office is a 

staple throughout the world. 
While that doesn’t mean ev-
erybody uses it, it does mean 
that almost everybody has to 
find something that works 
with it. And yet there are sev-
eral reasons you might not want 
to get a copy of Microsoft Office itself.
 One of those is the price. Few of us can happily 
afford to shell out $400 for the Standard edition of 
Office. Even the educational price of $150 is pricey, es-
pecially if you’re a student trying to make ends meet.
 Perhaps your PC doesn’t have enough resourc-
es to handle Office, which is a notorious memory 
hog. Or maybe you have a second computer that 
you or other family members use only occasion-
ally for document creation, and you don’t want 
to shell out for another Office license.
 Whatever the reason, it’s good to know that 
there are alternatives out there — all cheaper 
than Microsoft’s standard, and a couple that are 
even free. We sorted through nine contenders, 
some for Mac and some for PC (and a couple 
for both), to find out the best non-Office office 
suites available. We limited our search to true 
suites — products with at least two of the three 
main components of Office: a word processor, a 
spreadsheet application and a presentation pro-
gram. We also didn’t bother with online-only of-
fice suites; we wanted ones you could install on 
your own PC. (We have already looked at several 
online suites in a different review.)

Office alternatives: Mac - Ryan Faas

In addition to concerns about price, we Mac us-
ers face our own unique Office challenges. We 
often need to wait six months or longer after 
Office for Windows gets updated before we get 
a comparable version. (Office 2007 for Windows 
went on general sale last January, and we won’t 
get Office 2008 for Mac until sometime this fall.)
 And even when it does ship, we get only some 
of the components. There has never been a Mac 
version of Access or Publisher, for example. Even 
the staple three applications of Word, Excel and 
PowerPoint sometimes lack features found in 
their Windows counterparts.
 In fact, with Microsoft’s new Office 2007 file 
formats, we can’t even directly open and edit 
files from the most recent versions of those core 
applications. Until Office 2008 for Mac comes 
out, we either have to ask people to save docu-
ments in the older format or rely on a converter 
that is still in beta.
 So my search for the best alternative to Office 
wasn’t just about money. It was about getting 
access to those applications and features that 
Mac users don’t get out of Office and about 
trying to find something that natively supports 

the new Office 2007 file types. From the outset, 
I expected I might have to make compromises.

iWork, you work
 First on the list of potential Office replace-
ments was Apple’s $79 iWork ‘06 suite, which 
provides a word processing and page design 
application called Pages and a presentation app 
called Keynote. That’s two components, but so 
far iWork doesn’t offer a replacement for Excel 
(though rumors have been floating around for 
quite some time that Apple will add that eventu-
ally).
 One of the first things you notice about Pages 
is that it isn’t just a word processor. It also has ex-
tensive (and very intuitive) page-layout features, 
making it a tool that can replace not only the 
capabilities of Word but also those of Publisher. 
This is great if you need to make signs or design 
newsletters, or if you just want to have fun lay-
ing out all kinds of richly styled projects filled 
with graphics. You can make something that 
looks like it took hours in only a few minutes.
 Keynote is a powerful presentation tool that I 
found easier and more exciting to use than Power-
Point. It includes a wide range of polished tem-
plates that make presentations really pop. Since 
it integrates tightly with Apple’s iTunes and iLife 
suite of media products, incorporating photos, 
video and audio into your slides is a breeze.
 As impressive as iWork is, I found that it has two 
Achilles’ heels when it comes to serving as an Of-
fice replacement: It doesn’t include a spreadsheet 
tool (rumors are nice, but they don’t get the job 
done here and now), and it doesn’t offer complete 
compatibility with Office documents. I was able 
to open Word and PowerPoint documents — al-
beit not from the Office 2007 versions — com-
plete with formatting and inline images. However, 
neither application can save files directly as Office 
documents, though both support exporting files 
in Word or PowerPoint format. There are also some 
things Word can do that Pages can’t, such as track-
ing revisions to a document.

Thinking free
 Since iWork didn’t quite hit the mark as a true 
alternative to Office, I kept looking and trying 
other options. Of those, the next one worth 
mentioning is ThinkFree Office. Considering its 
low price ($50), I wasn’t certain if I should expect 
much. However, ThinkFree Office, which offers 
alternatives to Word, Excel and PowerPoint, 
turned out to be a great product.
 I was downright shocked at how closely the 
look and feel is to Office (though it is much 
more like Office 2003 for Windows than like any 
Mac release). I was also impressed at its ability 
to open and save Word, Excel and PowerPoint 
documents (with the exception of Office 2007 
formats) with no compatibility problems. I even 
discovered excellent support for Office tem-
plates and document formatting.
 As remarkable as I think ThinkFree Office is, I 
found it lacking in a couple of areas. For one, it 
doesn’t include support for Word’s Track Changes 
feature. This may not be an issue for everyone, 
but for me, tracking changes is necessary when 
I’m collaborating on a project with other people.
 I also found that a handful of advanced Excel 
functions aren’t duplicated, such as the ability 
to create a pivot table. Granted, these are func-
tions that many users, myself included, might 
not miss or even notice. All things considered, 

Dumping Microsoft Office 
for an Alternative Suite

The following is an excerpt from an article 
published by Computerworld. For the full 
article, please visit Computerworld.com.
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08.26.07 - From News Services

Apple said yesterday that third-quarter 
profit rose 73 percent after orders for 
its Macintosh notebook computers set a 

record and shipments of the new iPhone met 
most expectations.
 Profit was $818 million, up from $472 million 
in the comparable period a year earlier, Apple 
said. Sales rose 24 percent, to $5.41 billion, in the 
quarter ended June 30.
 The company sold 270,000 iPhones in the 
product’s first two days, the last two days of 
the quarter. Sales of the iPod media player and 
Mac products exceeded expectations.
 Apple sold 1.76 million Macs, a rise of 33 per-
cent. MacBook and MacBook Pro notebooks re-
mained the company’s most popular machines. 
IPod shipments rose 21 percent to 9.82 million.
 Apple chief executive Steve Jobs called Apple’s 
profit and revenue the highest third-quarter re-
sults in its history, and said the company hoped 
to sell a million iPhones by the conclusion of its 
first full quarter of sales. He also said that Apple’s 
“new-product pipeline is very strong.”
 AT&T, Apple’s exclusive mobile-service provider 
in the United States, said Tuesday that it activated 
146,000 iPhones in the first two days after the 
device went on sale June 29. Concern that iPhone 
sales might be lower than estimated sent Apple’s 
shares tumbling the most in six months Tuesday.
 AT&T Chief Financial Officer Richard Lindner 
said many of the phones sold were not imme-
diately activated. As many as 10,000 buyers had 
trouble signing up for the required two-year 
service. AT&T sold out of iPhones at almost all 
its 1,800 stores in the first 24 hours.
 Apple shares jumped about 8 percent, to 
$147.50, as of 7 p.m. in after-hours trading 
yesterday. They closed at $137.26 yesterday, up 
$2.37 or 1.76 percent.

Notebook Computer Sales Push 
Apple’s Profits Up by 73 Percent



08.07.07 - Peter Cohen - MacCentral

Almost lost in all the noise about new aluminum 
iMacs, iLife 08 and iWork 08 is a refresh to Ap-
ple’s modest Mac mini. Its price remains $599 or 

$699 depending on the model, but it now features a 
faster processor and more hard disk space.
 Apple COO Tim Cook noted the refreshed Mac 
mini’s existence on Tuesday at the tail end of a 
question and answer session following Steve 
Jobs’ presentation to analysts and reporters at 
Apple’s Cupertino headquarters. The news of a 
speedier Mac mini ends weeks of speculation 
that Apple planned to pull the plug on the en-
try-level system all together. The Mac mini has 
survived yet another day.
 Apple’s low-end consumer computer hasn’t 
been redesigned like the iMac — in fact, the 
new Mac mini is externally indistinguishable 
from its predecessor. Apple’s smallest desktop 
computer ever, the Mac mini stands two inches 
tall and measures 6.5 inches on a side, weigh-
ing in at just shy of three pounds. It still comes 
equipped with one FireWire 400 port, four USB 
2.0 ports, a Gigabit Ethernet connection and 
Digital Visual Interface (DVI) connector.
 But inside, the meager Intel Core Duo processor 
has been replaced with an Intel Core 2 Duo pro-
cessor instead, marking the end of the road for 
the Core Duo, which has already been replaced 
on the MacBook and iMac lines with the speedier 
Core 2 Duo model.
 The processor speed has been bumped up, 
as well — where the low-end Mac mini formerly 
had a 1.66GHz processor, the new low-end sys-
tem gets a 1.83GHz processor, and the higher-
end system now has a 2.0GHz processor. Level 
2 on-chip cache is 2MB or 4MB, respectively. 
Apple claims the Core 2 Duo processors provide 
a speed boost of up to 39 percent, compared to 
their predecessors.
 The system still uses a 667MHz frontside bus, 
but the revised Mac mini features 1GB of DDR2 
SDRAM on two SO-DIMMs, twice the capacity 
formerly offered in the stock box.
 Perhaps of disappointment to gamers and oth-
ers looking for improved graphical performance, 
the Mac mini remains limited in its abilities, with 
Intel’s integrated GMA 950 graphics processor, 
still with 64MB of video memory borrowed from 
shared main memory.
 The Mac mini retains 802.11g-compatible Wi-Fi 
wireless networking and standard Bluetooth 
2.0+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate), for wireless con-
nectivity to keyboards, mice and other devices.
The low-end model features an 80GB, 5400RPM 
drive and “Combo” DVD-ROM/CD-RW drive; the 
high-end model features a 120GB, 5400RPM 
drive and “SuperDrive” with double-layer sup-
port for DVD-R and other optical media.
 Both systems feature Mac OS X v10.4 “Tiger” 
and iLife 08 pre-installed.
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08.31.07 - Jim Dalrymple - Macworld

In addition to the AirPort Extreme update released 
earlier today, Apple has released updates for 
the iPhone, Safari 3 beta and Security Update 

2007-007 1.0.
 iPhone 1.0.1 was released and is available 
through iTunes when the iPhone is connected. 
According to Apple, the iPhone update fixes two 
security issues in Safari, two in WebKit and one is-
sue with WebCore.
 One issue that was fixed in the iPhone’s Safari 
Web browser was that it gave a website the ability 
to allow cross-site scripting. A race condition in page 
updating combined with HTTP redirection could al-
low JavaScript from one page to modify a redirected 
page. This could allow cookies and pages to be read 
or arbitrarily modified. The other issue fixed in Safari 
could lead to arbitrary code execution if a user vis-
ited a maliciously crafted web page.
 WebCore was update to fix an issue that al-
lowed a malicious website to permit cross-site 
requests. Similar to the Safari issue, an attacker 
could trigger a cross-site scripting using this flaw.
 The WebKit issues that were fixed involved 
look-alike characters in a URL that could be 
used to masquerade a website and a maliciously 

Apple Updates iPhone,
Safari 3 Beta and Security 

Mac 911 Tip  - Christopher Breen - Macworld

Reader Randy H. would like to 
know how to end the hidden ac-
tivities of some of his applications. 

He writes: “How do I list all the running 
programs in my Mac -- and stop the 
hidden parts of the ones I’ve quit? This 
question assumes that covert remnants 
of programs are running subsurface and 
do not show on the Force Quit list, as evidenced when 
the Mac gets slow or even locks up or almost. Not a 
frequent event, but when it happens I give up and do 
a time-wasting restart. (On the PC, many programs run 
hidden; same with Mac?)”
 Activity Monitor (which you’ll find in the Utili-
ties folder inside your Applications folder) lists all 
currently running applications -- both those that 
Force Quit can see as well as hidden applications. 
When I suspect that a hidden process is muck-
ing up the works, I launch Activity Monitor and, 
from the pop-up menu at the top of the window, 
choose My Processes. This shows just running 
“real” applications (and their associated helper 
programs) and widgets. None of the hidden 
Unix stuff appears in the window (which is good, 
because you don’t want to mess with this stuff 
unless you really, really know what you’re doing.)
 Most items that appear are intuitively named and 
some even have icons that hint at their association. 
For example, Microsoft’s Database Daemon, which 
is associated with Entourage, has an Entourage-like 
icon. iChatAgent likewise bears an iChat icon.
 When I’ve located an item that appears to be gum-
ming up the works (a helper application that didn’t quit 
with its host application, for example), I select it and click 
the Quit Process button at the top of the window.
 Activity Monitor offers this additional advan-
tage: It can show you what’s occupying your Mac’s 
mind. Just click the % CPU column to see which 
applications are hammering on your Mac’s CPU. 
Or take a look at the Real memory column to view 
the RAM-hogs you’re running.
 Note that quitting the hidden processes may 
do you no good whatsoever. For example, if I’ve 
had a browser open for a few days, my Mac slows 
down. Quitting processes in Activity Monitor does 
no good. Rather than mess around looking for the 
culprit, I do the expedient thing -- I restart my Mac 
-- and I’m back to working at normal speed.

Hunting Processor Hogs

08.06.07  - Peter Cohen - Macworld

Writing for the New York 
Times, Brad Stone has 
unmasked Forbes se-

nior editor Daniel Lyons as the 
“real” Fake Steve Jobs, author of 
The Secret Diary of Steve Jobs, a 
satirical look at the Apple CEO.
 Lyons told Stone that he was “stunned” it had tak-
en so long to identify him — he’s been writing the 
blog for more than a year, and while speculation has 
run rampant about Fake Steve’s identity (resulting in 
this recent column by frequent Macworld contribu-
tor Andy Ihnatko), no one had singled Daniel Lyons 
out as author of the funny, biting satire.
 Lyons is the author of two books whose third, “Op-
tions: The Secret Life of Steve Jobs, a Parody” will be 
published by De Capo Press this fall. The book will be 
published in the voice of the fake Steve Jobs.
 Lyons told Stone he was inspired to start the 
blog after recognizing that a small group of CEOs 
who were blogging had captured the attention of 
the media, but they rarely spoke candidly. He de-
cided to turn the tables by creating the persona of 
Fake Steve to tell readers what he “really” thought.
 Lyons, a technology columnist by trade, ex-
plained that he tried out the voices of several 
high-profile CEOs before settling on Jobs.
 The New York Times article is free to read, but registra-
tion is required.

Fake Steve Jobs 
Unmasked as Forbes Editor

daniel lyons

crafted website that could lead to an unexpected ap-
plication termination or arbitrary code execution.
 It was widely reported that security researchers 
were set to reveal details of a critical security flaw 
in the iPhone at the Black Hat 2007 conference 
this week. The iPhone update fixed the flaw before 
the conference.
 The notes provided with Safari beta 3.0.3 
only say that the update improves security and 
stability. The update is available via the software 
update mechanism in Mac OS X.
 Security Update 2007-007 1.0 improves the se-
curity for several components of the operating 
system including bzip2, CFNetwork, Core Audio, 
cscope, gnuzip, Kerberos, mDNSResponder, PD-
FKit, PHP, Quartz Composer, samba, WebKit and 
WebCore.

Apple Silently Updates 
Mac mini with Core 2 Duo


